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COMPANY
PROFILE

Empowerment through innovation. Collaboration fuels creativity.
Integrity guides actions.

Boost business growth
with creative design

and quality solutions.

Assist organizations in
transitioning to digital
enterprises effectively.

Inspire, achieve, excel:
our success, shared

journey, common goal.

Our Philosophy

Our Mission Our Vision Our Goals



OUR
SERVICES

Offshore
OutSourcing

Services

Mobile App
Development

Web Application
Management

Digital Marketing
Services

Testing Services 

UI/UX          
Designs



Explore products
effortlessly with a

user-friendly
interface

Enjoy peace of
mind with robust,

encrypted
payment options.

Stay informed as
your purchases

make their way to
you

Tailored
recommendations

and preferences
enhance user
satisfaction.

Seamless browsing

Secure transactions Swift delivery   
tracking

Personalized
experience

ECOMMERCE
Web and mobile app



Allocates seats based
on floor plans,

adhering to COVID
guidelines.

Automatically send
occupancy data to
government health

apps for efficient
monitoring.

Enjoy cross platform
compatibility for a

comprehensive and
accessible seat

booking experience.

Maintain control by
restricting allocation
of adjacent seats for
added precaution.

Ensure safety with
social distancing

Streamlined reporting Seamless integration

Admin control for
distancing

COVID-CARE SEAT BOOKING WEB APP
A smart software to manage the employee flow to the office



Custom ads based
on categories
enhance user

experience with
integrated analytics.

Autoscaling on
demand, utilizing

Amazon S3 bucket and
Load Balancer for

optimal performance.

Seamlessly integrate
Google Adsense for
additional revenue

streams in your news
portal app.

Roles and permissions
ensure efficient

management and
control for content

editors.

Tailored advertising

Scalable infrastructure Monetization flexibility

Editorial control

NEWS PORTAL
Mobile and web app



Effortlessly generate
leads through automated

processes on various
social platforms.

Automatically assign
and track leads,

ensuring a streamlined
and organized workflow.

Integration of a reliable
payment gateway and

robust data security
measures for user

confidence in the CRM
training portal app.

Access recorded classes
and chat support on an
interactive dashboard
for enhanced learning.

Social media lead
generation

Efficient lead
management

Secure transactions

Student-focused
dashboard

CRM TRAINING PORTAL
Web app for training purpose



TECHNOLOGICAL
EXPERTISE

 Proven track record in software development,
database management, and full-stack
application design

Strong problem-solving skills and a deep
understanding of emerging trends in the
tech industry.



MariApps Marine Solutions specializes in

delivering maritime digital solutions,

offering cutting-edge vessel management

software solutions tailored for shipping

companies. They primarily focus on their

flagship product, smartPAL.

KEY CUSTOMER
PROFILE

MariApps



THANK
YOU
We look forward to working
with you

OFFICE

9946144333

www.cydeztechnologies.com

Innerspace, Kaloor, Cochin


